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Scarth Hall, Staindrop: Volunteer Programme 
A HALL FOR ALL 

Caretaking and maintenance volunteer 

The Scarth Hall volunteer programme is based on a framework of Task Groups. The Caretaking and 

maintenance Task Group ensures that all users of the Scarth Hall have access to the building at the 

appropriate time, and ensures that the rooms, facilities and equipment are clean, maintained and 

secure, with rooms heated as required. This Task Group also carries out routine maintenance tasks 

according to schedules.  

 
Scarth Hall employs a part-time Caretaker, and contract cleaners who thoroughly clean the entire 

Hall about twice a month. Volunteers would be required to assist the Caretaker and the Task Group 

lead, and work closely with other Task Groups as required.  

 

Responsibilities:   

- Open up and lock up the Hall for one-off hires and regular users 

- Open up for tradespeople (eg service companies) and visitors (eg potential hirers) 

- Welcome and interact with Hall users in a friendly a professional way 

- Set up & put away tables and chairs and equipment before and after events and hires 

- Carry out Induction for all hirers using Induction Form & Booking Conditions (this may also be done 

by a volunteer from the Hires and bookings Task Group) 

- Help to ensure that all Hall users are aware of the correct procedures and standards 

- Arrange the external cleaning schedule 

- Programming the heating system for different users 

- Arrange/undertake maintenance & servicing 

- Ensure Hall security 

- Maintain a list of keyholders 

- Check toilet facilities 

- Clean toilet facilities 

- Wipe down surfaces 

- Mop and hoover 

Training and supervision  

Volunteers will be asked to attend Caretaking and maintenance Task Group meetings and one to 

one supervision with the Task Group lead, undertake training courses/workshops where necessary, 

and take part in volunteer activities. Expenses will be paid subject to advance approval by the Task 

Group lead. 

 

The commitment required would be from about 20 hours per month although there would be a 

more intensive commitment during busy periods.  

Benefits of being a Caretaking and Maintenance volunteer at Scarth Hall 

An opportunity to develop team skills, personal and practical skills, engage with a wide range of 

people, access training to further your personal development, and make a contribution to this 

vibrant community resource. 

 

 


